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TECHNICAL ARTICLE
The Lost Knowledge of Materials Science and Materials Technology for Making
and Shaping of Stones and Rocks
Hem Shanker Ray*
Abstract
Many amazing artefacts and structures were made in
ancient times using stones and rocks. They are found
all over the world, and India is particularly rich in
these. It is still not understood how the stone structures
were cut, shaped and transported over long distances
to be put in place. Perhaps some objects were not
made of natural stone or rock, but actually employed
geopolymers made and moulded at site. This article is
about the lost knowledge which will benefit mankind
if rediscovered. There are many mysteries about the
ancient achievements, but this article is essentially
about stone and rock artefacts and structures that are
baffling to us.
Introduction
For some time many important persons, while talking
about glorious achievements of ancient Indians, have
dwelt on the Ram Setu, Gandhari’s hundred sons, Lord
Ganesha’s elephant head transplant, ancient vimanas
and weapons of mass destruction mentioned in our
epics etc. For us, the scientists and engineers, these are
in the realm of myths as of now. Yet, one should note,
there are plenty of ancient achievements that are still
seen in the present day, and these are far more relevant
for discussing achievements of ancient Indians.
We understand about our past from two main sources
: literary evidences and archaeological evidences.
India is extremely rich in both of these. Our ancient
texts establish the amazing progress our ancestors had
made in numerous areas : theory of numbers, algebra,
arithmetic, geometry and even calculus. Then there
was atomic theory, astronomy, architecture, chemistry,
medicinal sciences, plastic surgery, metallurgy and
many more. There are also ancient artefacts that
have been found in the ruins of many civilisations
starting from Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro and others
that came later and flourished for a while. There are
wonderful findings in Gujarat ancient port at Lothal,

and then in numerous forts, buildings and temples.
A remarkable thing in human history is that, unlike
in other places, Indian civilisation continued through
all ages and knowledge was passed on from one
generation to another. Yet we also lost a great deal
because we were always averse to keeping records and
sharing knowledge. Those who wish to talk about our
glorious past should take examples that remain firmly
established and not myths.
As mentioned earlier, this article is mainly restricted to
stones and rocks. We will first discuss some examples
that are there in the world outside, and then focus on
India.
Ancient materials for wide use
In ancient times there were five main materials used
widely in making things and in construction – wood,
natural glass, terracotta, metals and alloys and, finally,
stones and rocks.
Wood was widely used once upon a time, and there
still exist in China 1500 year old wooden structures on
mountain cliffs. The grand buildings of the Forbidden
City in Beijing, the living quarters made for emperors,
were made of wood and they still stand magnificently.
Perhaps the weather there had been kind to them. In India
wooden structures did not last, and thus today there is
no sign of grand buildings that defined Pataliputra once.
But the ruins of Nalanda remain. However, wooden
beams made from the palm tree, used extensively in
temples of Odisha centuries ago, have remained intact.
Terracotta lasted longer, and centuries old bricks can
still be found in ruins. Bishnupur temples, made of
terracotta a few centuries ago, have withstood vagaries
of nature. In ancient times, natural glass, obsidian,
was used to make lenses and mirrors employing some
unknown method of grinding. Some ancient literature
talk of use of glass in buildings. In recent history the
Crystal Palace of Yangon in Myanmar employed glass
panels extensively. ( Ironically the last emperor there
was exiled to India, while our last emperor , Bahadur
Shah Zafar, was exiled to Myanmar.) The main

* P 802, Block P, New Alipore, Kolkata 700 053
E-mail : hs_ray@yahoo.com ; Cell : 9339865451
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materials of construction in earlier times, of course,
were stones and rocks.
One should remember that, in the ancient world,
civilisations flourished in four main regions – South
America (particularly, Peru and Mexico), the Middle
East (particularly Egypt), India and China. While
India and China have enjoyed unbroken traditions,
civilisations elsewhere, even the Roman civilisation,
suffered setbacks. Much of our ancient knowledge was
lost as invaders destroyed the libraries of Alexandria
and Nalanda, which contained millions of valuable
manuscripts that drew intellectuals from far and wide.
We now consider some randomly selected examples
to discuss achievements of the ancients. Interestingly
mankind appear to have made a sudden jump forward
some 5000 years ago with the construction of the
pyramids that were not restricted to Egypt. Actually
Namibia has many more of them, though smaller in
scale. They have been found in many countries. It
seems somehow there was a kind of knowledge sharing
in ancient times. In some locations in South America
there are hills which have been shown to be man-made.
Examples from locations outside India
• The largest pyramid of Pharaoh Khufu, Egypt ,
architect Imhotep

Salisbury plains of Britain. Prehistoric, Neolithic and
bronze age, 3000 BCE, Enormous stones arranged in
a circle each weighing around 25 t. Each about 4m in
height and 2.1m in width.
•  Perfectly fitted stone blocks in enormous walls

Andeau plateau in mountains of Peru, Pre Inca. Huge
stone blocks fitted perfectly. Many angled granite
blocks weighing hundreds of tons. Some more or else
rectangular but some with as many as 32 angled plains
with exact fitting in interiors too. Some look folded.
•  Strange ‘moai’ statues

Nearly 5000 years old, 44 stories high, original height
– 146.6m, now after some erosion at the top – 136.8 m
2.5 m blocks of stone each 2.5 t to 12 t. Total weight –
6.5 mt. Numerous dark slopes, passages and chambers
inside (presumably illuminated during construction by
some unknown method of flameless illumination, no
sign of soot anywhere).
•  Stonehenge

Vol.23 No.3 MARCH 2020

Easter islands in the Pacific. Nearly 600 statues
showing torsos and heads. Enigmatic features – long
straight noses, narrow tipped mouths, sunken eyes and
low foreheads. Some four stories high weighing up
to 50 t. All alike. Some with red coloured stone hats
which must have come from a separate distant quarry.
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Examples in India
•  Huge Bahubali statue

Enormous perfectly cut and shaped slabs for building
platforms. Baalbek, Lebanon. Some slabs left unused
in quarry. The largest about 200t.
•  Ancient stone balls

Hundreds, if not thousands, of artificial stone balls
in high mountains and river beds in Costarica and
elsewhere all over the world. Some 2.5 m in diameter.
Most made of granite or lava, often with no quarry
nearby. A 16 t ball would need at least 24 t raw material.
•  Huge stone statues in mountain cliffs

Gommateswara statue on a hill. 17 m high made from
a single rock. Hassan district in Karnataka, 983 AD.
Perhaps the biggest free standing rock statue in the
world. Still looks fresh.
•  Brehadisvara temple

11th century, Tanjavar. The top called ‘vimana’ built
from one granite block weighing estimated 80t.
•  Shiva lingam at Bhojpur

Bamiyan Buddha statues, Afghanistan, 6th Century AD,
one 35 m, another 53 m (now destroyed by Taliban)
were hewn from sandstone cliffs, details moulded in
mud mixed with straw and coated with stucco.
•  Enormous Buddha reliefs on hillsides

Near Bhopal, 11th century, 2.3 m lingam. Construction
incomplete. Architectural plans drawn on surrounding
rocks. Old earthen ramp left unremoved.
•  Hanging pillar, Lepakshi temple

Innumerable number of Buddha in different positions
in numerous hillsides.
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Anantpur, 120 km from Bangalore. Apparently load
bearing pillar that ‘floats’ with a gap at the bottom. A
sari can be passed through. Considered a great piece of
work in Vijayanagara empire.
•  Enormous ‘machined’ pillars

Aurangabad district, Maharashtra. Largest rock cut
mountain temple cave complex in the world. A hill
curved inwards from the top to produce magnificent
buildings, a pillar, the famous Kailash temple and a
beautiful central hall.
•  Loose ball in lion mouth

13th century Hoysala empire, Karnataka, Pillars show
obvious signs of use of some kind of a lathe machine.
•  Musical pillars
Two strange lion statues in front of a temple each having
a loose ball in the mouth. Ball cannot be removed.
Uthirakosamangi, temple in South India. Locals claim
that it is 3000 year old.
Intriguing questions
When one looks at the amazing creations then many
questions come to mind which defy answers. No wonder
some even speculate a hand of aliens, extraterrestrials
and spirits!
The first question would relate to methods of detachment
of stone blocks from rock faces, then transportation of
blocks some of which were huge, and then shaping at
the quarry or at site. The question is intriguing because,
supposedly, the ancients did not have explosives, cranes
and modern tools and machinery.
Traditionally hammer and chisel have been used in
shaping stones. That is how a mortar and pestel and
dosa mix grinders are made. I know of an engineer of
a hydro-electro-metallurgical plant where corrosive
chemical media were used. He failed to find a
satisfactory construction material for the vats. Finally,
he hit upon the idea of employing huge vats made out
of granite – a material which withstands all kinds of
geophysical and geochemical events over millennia.
Dasrath Manjhi spent 22 years pummelling through a
hillock to open up a path, where none existed earlier,
using only hammer and chisel. A daily wager, he lived
in Gehlaur, 120 km south of Patna. He started the work
in 1960 in a fit of rage when his wife fell trying to cross
a narrow hill passage and died. She was fetching his
lunch. Manjhi cut through the hill to open a passage
that now allows everyone to cross over to the other
side in matter of minutes, while it earlier required

Meenakshi temple, Madurai, 15th century. When struck,
the pillars produce sounds of not only different notes
but different instruments.
•  Musical steps in a staircase

Darasuram in Tanjavur, 7th century. Produces musical
sounds when one climbs the steps.
•  Elora caves
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70 km round the hill. As many know there is now a
Bollywood movie on him called The Mountain Man.
(Unfortunately Manjhi died of cancer, and did not live
to see the film.)
Hammer and chisel, however, could not possibly shape
all the ancient huge blocks. Perhaps there were some
other ways too. Blocks of rocks can be split in cold
countries by an ingenuous method, signs of which
are there in some ancient ruins. The method requires
making a line of holes on a surface, fill them with water,
plug the holes and let the water solidify in cold winter.
The freezing water can split rock pieces. However, this
method cannot be used in the case of accurately shaped
blocks and definitely not for taking out huge chunks
from rock surfaces. And not in places that are hot.
As regards the closely filling stone blocks of ancient
walls in Peru, one has no explanation at all. Legend
has it that the blocks were ‘moulded’. It is said that the
ancient builders had developed a ‘secret ingredient’ – a
plant extract which would eat into and dissolve stone
and the stones and rocks could be softened.
We need not go into the question of who made these and
why, or possible role of extraterrestrials. But we must
try to guess the methods. How these huge blocks were
transported over large distances and to the hill tops?
A simple method for shorter distances requires blocks
to be moved on wooden rollers. For lifting, earthen
ramps were used. Such a ramp still exists adjacent to
the Bhojpur temple. Perhaps ramps were employed
for building the Taj Mahal also. In the pyramids with
hundreds of workmen have been painted doing various
things, there is no clear signs of such ramps. There
must have been other techniques. There is a new theory
of use of slopes in the interior that go up in circles in a
screw like fashion. Stones were raised on these slopes
step by step.
Nobody knows the purpose of ‘moai’ statues of
Easter Islands where they all are placed to face the
sea. Moving blocks, shaping and placing them at site
involved stupendous work . Then how exactly the
stone balls were created? The Bahubali statue made of
a single block of a rock on a hill top remains a matter
of mystery. The hanging pillar also remains an enigma.
Perhaps it is not load bearing and a ‘fake’ pillar which
was sliced at the bottom. Is it only a gimmick? Like
the loose ball in lion mouth? In this case the Karnataka
Government has got made replicas and placed in many
places as a matter of attraction for tourists. These were
made in modern day by sculptors who curved out the
solid interior by using instruments from outside to make
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loose balls. In Kashmir a common thing available to
tourists is small soft stone elephants with another inside
and, sometimes, a third one inside also. The interesting
thing in the case of the original lions, however, is that
the material for the loose ball is not the same as for the
lion’s body, but is made of onyx, while the statue is
made of granite.
The Hoysala pillars showing clear signs of production
by machining in a lathe imply very high technology.
Apparently, the knowledge is not completely lost
in South India where pillars of temples with circular
cross section are still produced by some kind of lathe
machines. Perhaps there are people who know more
about the past but will not divulge the techniques.
The musical pillars and steps cannot be natural rocks
which do not produce such sounds. Pillars are not
hollow either. Perhaps they were moulded from a
slurry which solidified to become rock like. There must
have been extensive research to find materials to create
different notes and sounds. It should be mentioned
that in some isolated locations in India, the U.S. and
elsewhere there are some natural rocks which emit
metallic sounds when struck. In Sardinia there is a
garden of such sound stones. All these are in volcanic
regions.
One Joseph Davidovits first speculated that many
stone structures of ancient times were made of
inorganic polymers called geopolymers. The material
is synthesised at temperatures as low as 800 C to
produce a ceramic like product i.e. synthetic stones
from reagglomerated minerals, and given a compact
structure using a ‘geological glue’. Blocks of soft
limestone with Kaolirite content is quarried and made
into a slurry after adding Kaolin, salt and some other
things to become clay like. When poured into moulds
and allowed to set, they solidify like concrete to produce
rock like structures. Davidavits has said that a similar
technique may have been used to make the pyramid
blocks at site and many other ancient structures. During
an exhibition in Paris an amazing ancient vase was
shown.
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The beautifully shaped vase with petal like features
and extremely thin walls could not possibly have been
made by hammer and chisel. It appears to be made of
anorthotic gneiss, an extremely hard rock. A craftsman
today would need a lifetime to make this using
conventional tools to chip away from a stone block.
Davidovits believes that it is made of a geopolymer.
As is well known, geopolymers are being researched
in many laboratories today, including CSIR-National
Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur.
Finally, we come to one of the greatest achievements
of mankind – the Ellora caves. In India there are
innumerable locations that have rock curved caves
made by ancient Jain and Buddhist monks for their
dwellings. These were all curved inwards from rock
surfaces. The Ellora caves, the greatest rock cut temple
complex in the world, however, were cut out of a hill
from the top. All the structures were thus built top
down. The Kailash temple, the surrounding buildings
and the pillar were all built by digging down. The
central hall, of course, required digging inside the
hill’s body. It was a stupendous feat that needed long
years. The total amount of rock cut out is estimated to
be comparable to, or perhaps more than, all the stone
used in the pyramids. What, however, is most amazing
is that today there is no trace of any material that had to
be removed, at the site or even in miles of surrounding
areas. Where did all the rocks cut out go? Nobody has
any clue at all.
Ellora is rivalled by the World Heritage Site at
Mahabalipuram near Chennai, where there are some
amazing rock cut temples. These are all from single
rocks. There is also a long panel of reliefs, on a

hillside, representing hundreds of life like and life
size representations of men, women and animals.
This panel is called Arjunas penance. Created in the
seventh century during the Pallava dynasty, the rock
cut structures and superb craftsmanship imply use of
precision tools for carving. These structures, however,
made use of boulders existing on ground.
Conclusion
Numerous examples cited in the article about ancient
stone artefacts and rock structures clearly indicate
that our ancestors employed unknown methods and
techniques in these accomplishments. The mysteries
need to be examined to rediscover the knowledge about
materials science and technology that have been lost.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE
Manohar : The metallurgist, the minister and the man
Amol A Gokhale
Manohar and I first met when we entered B Tech
Metallurgical Engineering class of 1978 at IIT Bombay.
The class consisted of just 25 students, so interactions
were inevitable. He was not a man of conversations
in those days, and mingled with a limited few. When
we finished the common courses in the first two years
and 'entered' the Metallurgy department, there were
more opportunities to talk. However, it was around the
same time that the national Emergency was declared
and things changed for Manohar. His class attendance
became irregular, some times for extended periods.
Some said he went to Goa, his native state, while others
said he was hiding on the campus. This made him an
enigmatic figure, arousing much curiosity amongst us.
Sometime during the Emergency, he got involved in
the mess workers agitation and brought to the fore their
poor living conditions and lack of social security. The
institute negotiated plans which met crucial demands
of the workers, and Manohar won appeal among the
mess workers. Interestingly, he rarely told us about his
role in this entire episode.
The academic load increased in the final years while
Manohar continued to abstain from classes during the
Emergency period. He would unexpectedly knock
on my door well into the night when most were
preparing to go to bed. These visits were usually on
the eve of examinations. He used to spend time with
full attention and borrow class notes or my note book
containing worked problems. With this short but
timely preparation with full involvement, he cleared all
the subjects! He did his B Tech project under Prof R
D Angal on a topic on corrosion, which he claimed to
remember even in his later years.
As soon as the General Elections of 1977 were
announced, he surfaced and started his mass contact
programme in which he got many eligible students to
register as first time voters. What's more, he organised
an important election rally for Dr Subramaniam
Swamy, at the time the candidate of the Janata Party
from Mumbai Northeast, a Lok Sabha constituency that

included the IIT campus. The rally was held at a nearby
area where students could easily attend. Dr Swamy had
returned from the Harvard University where he was a
Professor. He was quite eloquent in those days, as he
is even today, and created a favourable impression on
voters, leading to his maiden victory in the polls. More
recently, when the two seemed to differ on certain
issues giving an opportunity to the media to exploit the
differences, Parrikar reminded everyone that he had
worked hard campaigning for Dr Swamy.
Overall, during the student days, he pretty much
remained focussed on larger goals beyond academics
and rarely engaged in social talk. The only occasions
when we could see warmth in his personality were at
the impromptu get-togethers at the residence of Prof T
R Rama Mohan of the Metallurgy Department. Here,
he would be very relaxed and mingled with everyone
and played with Prof Mohan's young daughters (seen
in the picture).

Mr Manohar Parrikar : In the middle row (seated persons), third from the left
Dr Amol Gokhale : In the middle row (seated persons), second from the right
Prof T R R Mohan : Standing in the back row, second from the right.

Graduation in 1978 separated us, and did so for a real
long period..!
2003 brought us together for celebrating the Silver
Jubilee of our graduation. He was already a celebrity,

Professor, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Mumbai &
Vice President, The Indian Institute of Metals
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being the Chief Minister of Goa. He was surrounded
by one and all, and seemed to have liked it! In personal
life, simplicity was his hallmark, in dressing as well
as talking. During this interaction, I found him to
be highly self-confident and interactive. He even
personally hosted one of the dinners of the reunion!
Fast forward again, and then it was the General
Elections campaign 2014! He was once again in the
news, since it was during the Goa meeting of the
BJP that Mr Modi was selected as the Chief Election
Campaigner of the party. I was working in DMRL then
and Manohar called when he was in town. Being in
government service, and Director of the Laboratory
(!), I never went to his rallies. Besides, he was always
surrounded by people and difficult to reach in a crowd.
As fortunes would have it, his party won the national
elections. His name made rounds for the Defence
ministership. But it took nearly six months before he
was chosen for the post and finally took over as the
Defence Minister of India!
At that time, my wife Hina had been chosen to take
over as the Director of Human Resource Development
in DRDO and had, therefore, shifted to DRDO Head
Quarters in New Delhi. Just after that, we were
both participating in the annual DRDO Directors'
Conference. I told Hina that I would take her to meet
the Defence Minister! We went to his office late in the
evening to find that he was one of the few still working
in his office in South Block, going through files page by
page. When he seated us at the sofa, I proudly told him
that his name stood out in the list of ministers displayed
on the scroll. He seemed surprised that Hina, with her
US Ph D in Statistics and having worked as a scientist
in DMRL for many years, was to take over essentially
an administrative job. Barely few weeks in his new
position, he gave me some information about my own
organisation which took me by surprise! But save it for
another day...
In the following months, he learnt, as much as I could
help, about DRDO and the various acronyms which were
used by the Ministry of Defence, about which he often
grumbled. We started meeting in Delhi periodically,
often right after he returned from parliament. Once on
a Gudi Padwa day (the Maharashtrian and Goan New
Year's Day, also celebrated as Ugadi in Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka), we invited him for
Dinner at our Government accommodation. He excused
himself from dinner but visited after dinnertime (he had
attended an Indian Navy dinner). While approaching
our house, he got down from the car on the main road
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and decided to walk along with me to our house at the
end of the lane, creating some worry in my mind about
his security.
At our place, he chatted freely like never before. He
defended his simple but functional attire, saying that
attires don't make or break peoples’ careers. He sounded
suspicious of middle-men making rounds in the MoD,
and told me how careful he was in dealing with them.
He could deal with the middlemen and weed out the
wrong ones using his technical and administrative
knowledge, which was acquired over the years. There
were exceptions among such visitors though, and he
treated them well. Prior to becoming a Minister, he
was running a hydraulic systems business which had
added much to his knowledge beyond IIT days. This
must have helped him understand the nuances of the
technical side of the Defence Ministership.
When I shifted to IIT Bombay in 2015, I attended IITBAlumni Association's flagship event called the ‘Global
Business Forum’ which was a creation of Manohar
and his close friends, and was being held in Goa for
the second time. Manohar played the host during the
three days of the event, and looked after the faculty,
students and entrepreneurs participating in the event.
Every day, he entered and walked around without
security and mingled among all. The reverence he
showed towards his teachers was overwhelming. On
his request, nearly six central ministers and the then
Goa Chief Minister participated in the event! I had
the occasion to introduce him to the audience (as if it
was required, that too in Goa!) before the inaugural
function. During the introduction, I said "...he passed
B Tech Metallurgical Engineering with flying colours
.. " to which, he responded interestingly. He said that
he was given the Distinguished Alumnus Award by
his alma mater, but IIT Admin had called him to say
they were unable to trace his academic records! To
this, Manohar replied that although he was not a good
student, he was sure that he had passed all subjects,
and that IIT needed to check the records once again!
The reason why IIT could not locate his records, it
was revealed later, was that Manohar used to write his
surname as Prabhu-Parrikar when he was a student,
while IIT staff was looking for the name Parrikar (and
the records might not have been computerised by then).
When he earned a name in politics, he had dropped the
‘Prabhu’ part of the surname, about which the then staff
of IIT was completely unaware.
In the same event, I had to oppose him on stage, at least
partly, in a panel discussion on 'Make in India' initiative
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vis-a-vis indigenous innovation and creativity, but he
took it sportively. He was too seasoned to get perturbed
by adverse comments on Government policies! In
the same event I convened a round table discussion
with industries, which he chaired, in which he invited
suggestions from industries to suggest suitable
modifications in the Defence Procurement Procedure to
make it conducive to faster realisation of state-of-theart hardware. He later introduced a clause in DPP 2014
which favoured offers based on indigenous designs,
even if the imported hardware content was higher. This
invited criticism from various quarters on the grounds
that it was impossible to isolate indigenous content in a
global supply chain ecosystem.
A few months later, he brought me into a committee under
the Chairmanship of Dr Baldev Raj on formulating a
policy on strategic materials for India. Along with Shri
M Narayana Rao, Dr Jaiteerth Joshi and Dr S V Kamat,
we worked for nearly 18 months (and two successive
Defence Ministers) to make two reports and a cabinet
note for the committee. I learnt a lot from Dr Baldev
Raj during this period. But importantly, everyone was
surprised to see how Manohar quickly understood what
we were saying and supported the policy exercise and
told us in specific terms what we needed to do next for
its easy implementation.
As the defence minister, he developed a good grip
on matters related to defence. He understood all the
technicalities of the job. He was smart enough to
interact with people from the armed forces, and spoke
to scientists directly and informally. He rarely took
decisions that could have made him popular but were
not in DRDO’s long term interests. He preferred to
directly talk to the concerned persons. When my wife
Hina was the Director General (Human Resources), she
was often called by him to understand the intricacies of
cadre management, compatibilities between successive
pay commissions etc. Her advice generally went
against temptations of agreeing to workers' demands.
When the unions complained about her tough stand
and requested the Minister to overturn her directives,
he told them that he could not find suitable counter
arguments and that he had no desire to oppose her for
the sake of it, being his friend's wife!
When the Indian Institute of Metals decided to hold its
NMD-ATM 2017 event in Goa, I approached him 11
months before the event to come as the Chief Guest
for the International Symposium on Light Weighting.
He was the Defence Minister then. He looked a bit
astonished and wondered why I was inviting him so
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early for the event. I told him that he had escaped my
earlier invitations on the grounds of not giving him
enough time, so this time I was extra cautious and
invited early enough. A month after our meeting, he
shifted back to Goa for another stint as Chief Minister
(a shocker for me). When the event came close, I took
his appointment and reached his official residence in
Goa with Prof Indranil Manna and Dr Biswajit Basu
(see photo). He confirmed his acceptance of coming as
Chief Guest but respectfully declined our offer to make
him an honorary member of IIM, on the grounds that he
had not done anything significant in the metallurgical
field.

(From left to right) Dr Biswajit Basu, Mr Manohar Parrikar,
Dr Amol Gokhale and Prof Indranil Manna

He not only came to inaugurate NMD-ATM 2017, but
spoke very well connecting with the delegates quickly.
When he was introduced by Dr Smita Nayak, the master
of ceremony, she recited a Marathi poem to describe
him as someone whose feet are on the ground but who
aspires for the skies. The couplet was recited while
he was walking from the chair to the podium. To my
surprise, Manohar began by reciting another Marathi
poem by a Jnanpith award winning poet, responding
to her couplet and suiting the occasion! When I
complimented him after the event during tea, he said:
'Didn't we learn to be quick on the feet during our IIT
years?' To my comments during introduction like “…
he remembers the iron carbon diagram and corrosion
concepts..”, he said that he was no more concerned
with metal corrosion, but was worried about erosion in
public life! Such was his quick-wittedness.
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later, his serious ailment came in the news. My calls
and messages were not responded thereafter. Then on,
I communicated indirectly through other people. A
week before his final departure, I had made an attempt
to visit Goa to see him. But his near and dear ones
told me that it was not advisable to meet him at that
point. I narrated this to a batch mate from IIT who was
keen to meet Manohar, while I was boarding a flight
from Delhi to Mumbai on 17th March 2019. Just as I
landed in Mumbai, my phone was full of messages of
his unfortunate death.
Outwardly, Manohar Parrikar was not an emotional
person. We spoke in plain and matter-of-fact manner
whenever we talked on phone or met. But there were
few experiences which pointed otherwise. Once we
were talking about books that we were reading then.
To which, he said that his wife was a writer and he was
a voracious reader. But after his wife's tragic death in
2001, he had never picked a single book ….

Mr Manohar Parrikar at the Inaugural
Ceremony of NMD ATM 2017

He spent more time for our event than what was
promised. When we saw him off, I had no idea that
it was the last time I would see him. Three months
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Workshop on CORROSION OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
The Indian Institute of Metals, Pune Chapter organised
a workshop on Corrosion of Advanced Materials on
26th December 2019, at Tata Research Development
and Design Centre (TRDDC). This was conducted by
Prof. Vilupanur A. Ravi, currently the Chair, Chemical
and Materials Engineering Department, California
State Polytechnic University, USA. Prof Ravi gave
two interesting lectures on Ti-alloy corrosion for
bio-medical applications, and on high temperature
corrosion of alloys for solar thermal energy. More
than 40 delegates comprising engineers and scientists
from the industry and students and faculty from the
academia, participated in the workshop.
1) Biocorrosion and biocompatibility of Advanced
Ti Alloys
Osteoarthritis (cartilage wear off) and osteoporosis
(loss in bone mineral density) are the two primary issues
which call for total hip or total knee replacements.
The surgeries being expensive and the allied fatality
associated with revision surgeries, there is a need for
precaution in design and selection of implant materials.
Al and V in the most common implant alloy, Ti-6Al-4V,
may bring in Alzheimer’s disease and toxicity/heavy
metal effects respectively. Besides, once formed, the
debris lasts for 15-20 years and can cause cancer. This
needs a clear understanding of implant loosening and
failure mechanisms. Mismatch of Young’s Modulus of
bone and implant, or complete load shifting to implant
causes Stress shielding which is one cause of failure.
Release of ions from implants activates RANKL
enzyme which increases osteoclasts (bone dissolving
cells).
Therefore, the design of implants must account for
implant loosening, toxicity of alloying elements,
durability, body-implant interactions and cellmicrostructure interactions etc. Other important
material properties are specific strength, specific
stiffness, corrosion response and biocompatibility.
Some of the potential material candidates are Vitalium
(CoCrMo), SS316L and Ti Alloys. Ti64 being by far
the best, modifications to it can reduce resistance from
manufacturers. Ni, Mo, B, Nb and Al are a few possible
and tested alloying additions.

Addition of boron to Ti-6Al-4V creates large fraction
of whiskers and refines grains, improves Young’s
Modulus, stiffness and UTS, but an implant needs
to have a low stiffness and must be primarily free
from whiskers. Heat treatments change whiskers into
blunt globules that help improve fracture properties.
Corrosion studies in 1wt.% NaCl, Ringer’s solution
and Hank’s solution can be used in cyclic polarisation.
The studies suggest that solution treated alloys perform
better than base alloys.
2) Solar thermal energy – a materials perspective
With the ever-increasing global energy demands,
USA took h as “Sunshot Initiative” that harvests solar
thermal energy to fill the gap. However, it relies on
a Parabolic Trough Power Plant which employs heat
transfer fluids (HTFs) such as molten salts, nitrates etc.
to store and transfer the energy absorbed from sunlight
so as to preserve it for use it in the absence of sunlight.
This suggests that not only the HTF needs to be
engineered, but also the container material needs a
design. Currently, the solar salt or HITEC (eutectic
mixture of KNO3, NaNO2 & NaNO3 ) has a good
market share, but does not perform satisfactorily.
The required properties of salt include ΔH, ΔH per
USD, melting point and safety. Important container
properties are melting point, corrosion resistance,
thermal conductivity, coefficient of thermal expansion,
cost and hot strength. Due to low thermal stability of
nitrates, currently, there is a need for an alternate HTF.
58NaCl-42MgCl2 and KCl-44.5NaCl are the candidates
under scrutiny for HTF.
However, the container faces a molten chloride
corrosion problem, given the current container material
is stainless steel.
The corrosion studies i.e. LPR and polarisation on
SS304, SS316, 1018 steels, could be carried in stagnant
air and flowing Argon. Chromate formation is most
critical in salt corrosion. Aluminised carbon steel may
be used to mitigate the problem.
In summary, the magnitude of this problem calls for
design of better alloys and salts/HTF for efficient usage
of resources and energy.

*********
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Petal to metal : Plants may be future of mining
Experiments to Harvest Metals like Nickel from
Plants whose Roots are Unique Magnets
Some of Earth’s plants have fallen in love with
metal. With roots that act practically like magnets,
these organisms — about 700 are known — flourish
in metalrich soil that make hundreds of thousands of
other plant species flee or die. Slicing open one of these
trees or running the leaves of its bush cousin through
a peanut press produces a sap that oozes a neon bluegreen “juice” which is actually one-quarter nickel, far
more concentrated than the ore feeding the world’s
nickel smelters.
The plants not only collect the soil’s minerals but also
seem to hoard them to “ridiculous” levels, said Alan
Baker, a visiting botany professor at the University
of Melbourne who has researched the relationship
between plants and their soils since the 1970s.
These plants could be the world’s most efficient,
solarpowered mineral smelters. What if, as a partial
substitute to traditional, energy-intensive and
environmentally costly mining and smelting, the world
harvested nickel plants?
Baker and an international team of colleagues has set
its sights on convincing the world of the idea. On a
rented plot in Borneo, the group has proved it at a small
scale. Every six to 12 months, a farmer shaves off 1
foot of growth from these nickel-hyperaccumulating
plants and either burns or squeezes the metal out. After
a short purification, farmers could hold in their hands
roughly 500 pounds of nickel citrate, potentially worth
thousands of dollars on international markets.
Now, as the team scales up to the world’s largest
trial at nearly 50 acres, their
target audience is industry. The
researchers hope that in a decade
a sizable portion of insatiable
consumer demand for base metals
and rare minerals could be filled
by the same kind of farming that
produces the world’s coconuts and coffee.
Phytomining,
or
extracting
minerals
from
hyperaccumulating plants, cannot fully replace the
traditional mining techniques, Baker says. But the
technology has the additional value of enabling areas
with toxic soils to be made productive. Smallholding
farmers could grow on metalrich soils, and mining
companies might use these plants to clean up their
former mines and waste and even collect some revenue.
“It’s icing on the cake,” Baker said.
The father of modern mineral smelting, Georgius
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Agricola, saw this potential 500 years ago. He smelted
plants in his free time. If you knew what to look for in
a leaf, he wrote in the 16th century, you could deduce
which metals lay in the ground below.
Hyperaccumulators have the potential to remedy the
mining industry’s biggest problem: abandoned mines,
which pollute waterways.
A leftover mine, planted with hyperaccumulators,
could salvage the remaining metals for additional
revenue. This could persuade companies to invest in
rehabilitation or mine-waste cleanup.
Ian Morse in The Times of India

Nitrex Metal gas nitriding technologies enable
control of surface nitrogen concentration
Nitrex Metal Inc., Quebec, offers Nitreg, a family of
potential-controlled gas nitriding
technologies that enable the
creation of individually customized
processes for different parts,
applications, and materials, with
optimal results.Nitreg is capable
of meeting the metallurgical
requirements of all nitriding specifications that may
have been originally written for salt bath, plasma, or
traditional gas nitriding. The ability to control the
concentration of nitrogen in the surface allows the user
to control the growth of the compound layer virtually
independently from developing a desirable diffusion
zone. This approach facilitates not only meeting any
specification requirements, but also makes it possible
to improve on them by allowing tighter tolerances,
particularly with regard to the thickness and properties
of the compound layer.
The most significant characteristic of Nitreg and
its derivative technologies is the ability to produce
various configurations of the nitrided layer tailored
to enhance resistance to wear, fatigue, or corrosion.
Generally speaking, all ferrous alloys, including
stainless steels and cast irons, and even titanium alloys,
are capable of being nitrided. However, the various
alloys have different characteristics with regard to
surface conditions, the natural speed of diffusion, and
propensity to form nitrides. It is important to understand
that even a properly run nitriding process will produce
significantly different results on dissimilar materials.
Consequently, some users may have insurmountable
difficulties, particularly if their methodology is
primitive and/or their knowledge and experience
inadequate.
Source: ASM International
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NON - FERROUS

STATISTICS

Primary Non-ferrous Metals : Production (unit : Metric Tonne)
Jan’20

Dec’19

April - Jan, 2020

2018 - 19

2017 - 18

ALUMINIUM
National Aluminium Co Ltd
33,961
33,022
3,50,363
4,40,242
Hindalco Industries Ltd #
1,11,583
1,11,004
10,98,262
4,09,037
Bharat Aluminium Co. Ltd
48,693
48,136
4,68,565
5,71,814
Vedanta Ltd
1,14,330
1,15,411
11,27,795
5,44,651
TOTAL
3,08,567
2,74,551
30,44,985
19,65,744
# HINDALCO figures include all the four plants ( Renukoot, Hirakud, Mahan, Aditya Aluminium )
ZINC (One major producer)
Hindustan Zinc Ltd

5,78,268

6,96,283

7,91,461

COPPER (Cathode)
Hindustan Copper Ltd
***
695
5,340
Hindalco
20,749
31,141
2,70,117
Vedanta Ltd
9,649
9,519
61,514
TOTAL
30,398
41,355
3,36,971
*** Shortage of copper concentrate for ICC smelter due to direct sale of concentrate.

16,215
3,51,291
89,739
4,57,245

25,949
4,13,806
4,08,168
8,47,923

1,97,838

1,68,246

LEAD (One major producer)
Hindustan Zinc Ltd

61,949

16,750

61,074

4,25,515
4,08,904
5,68,932
4,39,567
18,42,918

14,620

1,49,071

Source : https://mines.gov.in/

Non-Ferrous Metal Prices in India ( March, 2020 )
Rs./ kg (Mumbai Local Price)
Product
Copper Armature
Copper Cathode LME ++
CC Rod LME ++
Copper Cable scrap
Copper Shell 40mm
Electrolytic Copper strip 25mm
ACR Copper Coil 3/8
Brass Sheet scrap
Brass Pales scrap
Brass Pallu scrap
Brass Honey scrap

11-Mar-2020
405
440
443
420
446
441
505
320
330
284
285

Product
Brass Shell 40mm
Aluminium 6063 scrap
Aluminium scrap Taint/Tabor
Aluminium Cable scrap
Aluminium Ingot
Aluminium utensil scrap
Zinc Slab
Lead ingot
Tin Slab
Nickel Cathode

11-Mar-2020
355
128
115
138
145
107
155
144
1280
950

Source : http://www.mtlexs.com/todays-metal-prices
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26TH

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

BLAST FURNACE
IRONMAKING COURSE
May 10 - 15, 2020
McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
The course offers a unique opportunity to gain an in-depth view of
blast furnace theory, operation, and best practices.

Organizing Committee

There are a broad range of topics covered, ranging from: blast furnace design,
reactions, day-to-day operation, operation during challenging conditions, campaign
extension strategies, safety aspects and many more. In addition to the lectures,
further learning and networking opportunities are gained through open discussions,
training exercises/simulations, and a plant tour of a local ironmaking facility.

ArcelorMittal
Dofasco (Chair)

The material presented and the structure of the course is continuously updated by acknowledged
experts in their fields coming from diversified backgrounds and global experience. It is an
invaluable course for managers, operators, engineers, researchers, or anyone involved
in supplying equipment, materials or raw materials to the ironmaking industry

Jason Entwistle

Keith Whitely

Aaron Tanninen
Algoma Steel Inc.

Donald Zuke

ArcelorMittal USA
U. S. Steel

John D’Alessio
Stelco

Mateusz Kus

ArcelorMittal Dofasco

Nancy Armstrong
Stelco

Neslihan Dogan

McMaster University
(Secretary)

Joe Poveromo

Raw Materials &
Ironmaking

www.eng.mcmaster.ca/training-courses
The course is officially recognized by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
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परमाणु �रए�र Nuclear Reactors
BWRs,
PHWRs &
FBRs

र�ा
Defence

अं त�र�
Space

थम� ल,
Thermal,

उव�रक
& पे ट�ोकेिमकल
Fertilizer & Petrochemical

अनु�योग
APPLICATIONS

परमाणु
उ�ाद
NUCLEAR
PRODUCTS

त�ू बलर
उ�ाद
TUBULAR
PRODUCTS

नािभकीय ईध
ं न स��� NUCLEAR FUEL COMPLEX

परमाणु ऊजा� िवभाग की एक इकाई A Unit of Department of Atomic Energy, भारत सरकार Govt. of India
(आई.एस.ओ.९००१, १४००१, ओ.एच.एस.ए.एस, १८००१ सं गठन ISO 9001,ISO-14001 & OHSAS-18001 Organization)

भारत के शां ितपू ण� परमाणु काय� �म को बढ़ावा दे ना

Fuelling India’s peaceful Nuclear program

मह�पू ण� उ�ादन और परी�ण सु िवधाएं
IMPORTANT PRODUCTION AND TESTING FACILITIES

Hot Extrusion

Pilger Mill

Vacuum
Annealing

Sintering
Furnaces

Bright Annealing
Furnace

Robotic End
Ultrasonic - RP
Plate Welding

Ultrasonic - RT

PRODUCTS: Nuclear Grade Fuels and Stucturals, Special and High purity materials, Special seamless tubes
SERVICES : Vacuum Arc Melting, Extrusion, Pilgering, Heat Treatment, Material Finishing, Bar and Wire drawing,
U-Bending and Shot peening of Tubes, TIG/EB weld fabrication, Tools Fabrication, Development
of Spl. Eqpt. Material Inspection, NDT, Chemical Analysis
हमारे उ�ादों और से वाओं के �ापक �ि�कोण के िलए, कृपया दे ख�

For a comprehensive view of our products and services , please visit www.nfc.gov.in
नािभकीय ईंधन स��� , हैदराबाद , भारत NUCLEAR FUEL COMPLEX, ECIL P.O. Hyderabad, TELANGANA, INDIA-500 062
Ph.: +91-40- 2712 1239 / 2718 4224, Fax: +91-40- 2712 1209
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NEWS UPDATE
Steel Minister seeks Japanese investment in fastgrowing Indian steel market

now. The first is debottlenecking existing assets and the
second is to look into growth projects. The company is
also planning a capital expenditure of INR 500 crore at
its Bokaro plant for debottlenecking which will add to
the current capacity by 25 %.
Steelguru

Union Steel Minister Dharmendra Pradhan urged
Japanese investors to invest in India's steel sector,
saying the country offers a fast-growing market and
steel consumption will more than double in the coming
years. He was speaking at a 'Workshop on Enabling
Procedures for Increase of Steel Usage for the Growth
of Economy' event organised jointly by Ministry of
Steel, industry body CII and Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry, Japan.
“We are here to discuss topics such as increase of steel
usage in India, market in India, economic growth. India
would spend about Rs 100 lakh crore on infrastructure.
All this will result in increased use of steel,” he said.
Indian steel sector is a fast-growing steel market,
besides setting up 300 steelmaking capacity by 2030,
the country is also aiming to increase its per capita steel
consumption to 160 kg from about 70 kg at present.
India also aims to set up new gas pipeline of 14,000
km in next 3 years. So there are lot of areas where steel
finds application. Railways, highways, roadways and
bridges are key focus areas where steel will be required
in huge quantity.
“All these areas will require different grades of steel
and Japan which is a master in technology can explore
business opportunities in our steel sector,” he said
while assuring them full government support in setting
up businesses in India.
The Economic Times

Coronavirus boosts Indian steel export prospects as
China chokes
Steel mills in India are gearing up for an increase in
demand from overseas buyers as the coronavirus
outbreak chokes supplies from China, the world’s
largest steelmaker accounts for more than half of
global output. The virus crisis has crippled demand and
led to record high inventories of steel in the country,
as migrant workers, who typically staff construction
sites or drive trucks, are unable to return to work due to
quarantine measures and movement restrictions.
“There are opportunities in certain markets where China
is not able to supply because Chinese ports are blocked
and movement to the ports is also pretty impacted,”
Jayant Acharya, Director for marketing at JSW Steel
Ltd., informed from Mumbai. Indian steelmakers could
gain business from this month onward as supply gaps
emerge in Southeast Asia, which is a big market for
China, and the Middle East, he said. Indian mills have
been shipping out more steel this year as domestic
demand remains sluggish amid the slowest economic
expansion in more than six years. India’s exports of
finished steel jumped 40% in the 10 months to January
to 7.2 million tons, according to the Steel Ministry.
The virus outbreak “provides Indian steel producers an
opportunity to cater to the traditional Chinese markets
where Indian steel mills are also present,” Ranjan Dhar,
Chief Marketing Officer at ArcelorMittal Nippon Steel
India Ltd., said in an emailed reply to queries. “It is
important to note that voyage time from India to these
markets is equal or better than China.” India’s biggest
export markets in January were Vietnam, Italy, Nepal,
United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia. The country
is the second-largest steelmaker after China. “Any
exports will only be after meeting the domestic demand
in full,” Dhar said. “Not only steel exports, even auto
component exports from India can be an answer to
supply disruptions from China.”
Indian steelmakers are also expecting weaker imports
from China, South Korea and Japan as these countries
have been affected by the virus, leading them to

Vedanata Electrosteel Exploring Steel Plant in
Karnataka
Vedanta’s Electrosteel is evaluating a greenfield project
in Karnataka while it is in the process of doubling
capacity in its Bokaro plant to 3 million tonnes in the
next two years. CEO Mr Pankaj Malhan told ET in an
interview “We would seriously be evaluating options
in Karnataka where Vedanta has iron-ore mines. We
have a big piece of land already with us, close to our
mines in Karnataka. The second phase, which includes
the Karnataka plant, is in the drawing board stage and
may entail an additional investment of about INR 7,000
crore.”
Vedanta acquired the bankrupt Electrosteel in 2018.
Recently, the National Company Law Tribunal
approved the merger of the company with Vedanta
Star Limited. The company has finalised two plans for
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increase prices in the South Asian country despite
sluggish demand, Jayanta Roy, senior vice president at
ICRA Ltd., the local unit of Moody’s Investors Service,
said. “Companies would first try to maximize their
sales in the domestic market if prices are better here,
and only then will they look for exports to ensure a
decent capacity utilisation,” he said. “It is little unclear
at present how long this window is going to be open
for them, as one doesn’t really know how long the
coronavirus impact is going to stay.”
The Economic Times

down 72 %. However, most steel imports came from
India with 218,043 tonnes, rising 661.6 % from the
same time last year. Imports also surged from France
up 14.9 times and Hong Kong up 823 %.
Steelguru
JSW Steel declared preferred bidder for Jajang
iron ore block in Odisha
The Sajjan Jindal-led JSW Steel has bagged iron ore
mine in the auction of blocks. " The company has been
declared as a preferred bidder vide communication
dated February 22, 2020 received from the Director of
Mines, Odisha for an iron ore mine (Jajang iron ore
block) in the auctions held by the government of Odisha
on February 6, 2020," JSW Steel said. The projected
iron ore resource as on March 31, 2020 in this mine as
per tender documents is around 39.40 million tonne, it
said.
“The highest final offer price by the company to
become a preferred bidder is 110 per cent of average
monthly prices of iron ore of different grades and
quality published by Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM)
in Odisha from time to time,” JSW Steel said. The
company will take all requisite steps as per the tender
document to obtain the letter of intent. It will also take
statutory clearances, execute a Mine Development and
Production Agreement (MDPA) and start the mining
operations.
Business Standard

Rourkela Steel Plant registers record production in
February
The Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP) has registered the
highest February production of hot metal from two
of its blast furnaces, officials said. RSP produced
2,29,704 tonnes of hot metal from Blast Furnace-5 and
82,300 tonnes from Blast Furnace-1, which are the best
February productions of the respective furnaces since
inception, it said in a statement.
RSP has also achieved the highest February production
of crude steel and saleable steel. It produced 3,06,510
tonnes of crude steel and 2,81,501 tonnes of saleable
steel. The steel plant also registered the highest
February production of HR coil at 1,52,917 tonnes.
RSP registered its best monthly dispatch of 1,15,898
tonnes of HR coils for sale, the statement said.
The Economic Times

China Steel Corporation Hikes Steel Prices
Taiwanese steelmaker China Steel Corp announced
that it would raise domestic steel prices next quarter
at an average rate of 1.9 %, due to increasing raw
material costs from rising demand on an improving
economic outlook. After more than one-year evaluation
and preparation, CSC decided to apply monthly and
quarterly pricing simultaneously from 2nd quarter of
2020. Pricing for HR(RRQ), HRC, CRC, ES and GI
are adjusted monthly in line with global market trend,
and moderately applying diversified complementary
measures to fortify downstream competitiveness.
Pricing for plates, bars and rods, automobile and
home appliance steel, etc. are adjusted quarterly to
stabilise the industrial development. The new pricing
system aims to achieve fairness, risk sharing and to
create greatest benefits for customers, employees and
shareholders.
CSC said “The steel demand of second quarter is
typically strong. However, to support downstream
customers, CSC has reduced price several times before,
and the price of 1st quarter of this year is far below

Vedanta buys Ferro Alloys Corp for 10 crore
Anil Agarwal-owned Vedanta has acquired Ferro
Alloys Corporation (FACOR) and its subsidiary Facor
Power through the insolvency driven process. The
company will pay upfront cash of 10 crore and the
rest 270 crore through Non-Convertible Debentures
payable equally over four years starting March 2021.
Vedanta will acquire management control and as per
approved Resolution Plan it will hold 100 per cent
of the paid-up capital of Facor. The acquisition will
complement Vedanta’s existing steel business as the
vertical integration of ferro manufacturing capabilities
has the potential to generate significant efficiencies
and will help Vedanta to increase its portfolio in steel
business.
The Hindu Business Line
India Exports 218 KT Steel to Vietnam in January
According to the General Department of Customs,
Vietnam imported a total 944,865 tonnes of steel in
January, a YoY drop of 18 %. The strongest falls were
from Russia down 97 %, Brazil down 90 % and Mexico
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international steel price. Considering the improvement
of steel markets and increasing raw material costs,
the global major steel mills have started to raise their
selling prices in order to overcome the difficulties of
heavy losses. US steel mills have increased their selling
prices of HR and CR several times. The accumulated
increase is up to US$ 190/MT. Steel markets in
emerging countries such as Indian, Brazil and Russia
tend to be stable, and steel prices of these countries
have increased by US$ 100/MT. European mills started
cutting steel production since last year, and the steel
prices in Europe are also going up. Vietnam FHS raised
their HR price in the 1st quarter of 2020 by US$ 50/MT
from previous quarter. Japanese and Korean mills plan
to gradually close and/or maintain their production
lines. Therefore, supply of steel is shrinking, and steel
prices in near future have great possibility to be higher.”
Steelguru

Limited (MIDHANI) is rolled as per the requirements
of the space agency at BSP's Plate Mill.
The first lot of 40 tonnes of MDN-250, used in the
outer motor casing of satellite launch vehicles (SLV)
for India's first manned space mission programme,
Gaganyaan was flagged off by Dasgupta on February
6. Apart from the more commercial ventures, BSP
has also been supplying specially toughened warship
grade steel plates, DMR 249 A grade, which have been
used in the construction of India's first indigenously
built aircraft carrier INS Vikrant, and in antisubmarine
warfare Corvette like INS Kamorta and INS Kiltan.
Business Standard
*********

Steel Minister Lays Foundation Stone for SAIL BSP
Iron Ore Beneficiation Plant in Rajhara
Steel Minister Mr. Dharmendra Pradhan visited Bhilai
Steel Plants’s Rajhara mines, and laid the foundation
stone for Ore Benficiation Plant, which will augment
the quality of iron ore supplied to the Plant. He visited
various mines sites of Rajhara and saw the mining
process of ore extraction. He planted saplings at the
Saptagiri Park .
Steelguru
Bhilai Steel Plant breaches million tonne barrier in
production of UTS 90 rails
In a marked improvement, Chhattisgarh's Bhilai Steel
Plant (BSP) has clocked its highest ever production of
UTS 90 rail in FY 2019-20 by breaking the milliontonne barrier. BSP produced 10.46 lakh tonnes of UTS
90 rail till February in the ongoing year, as compared
to 9.85 lakh tonnes production in 2018-19, according
to Director (Projects) SAIL and CEO, BSP, Anirban
Dasgupta. He, however, added that the plant has set a
target of 13.5 lakh tonnes production from the Universal
Rail Mill (URM) by the end of this fiscal year.
The state of the art URM produces the world's
longest rail of 260 metres with a single weld as per
the requirements of the Indian Railways and can also
produce rails up to 520-metre length in future. Among
the most notable products from the Bhilai plant,
however, will be the rolled maraging steel 'MDN 250'
which BSP provides exclusively to the Indian Space
Research Association (ISRO). The MDN-250 grade
steel although produced by the Mishra Dhatu Nigam
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IIM CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
Jamshedpur Chapter : International Conference
on “Steelmaking and Casting – Sustainable
Technology and Practices” (SMCSTP 2020)

Dr. Sharif Jahanshahi, from erstwhile SCIRO Minerals,
now Metalogical Solutions from Australia, presented
a paper on “Assessment of the Use of Biomass /
Designer Chars for Low Emission Steel production” at
the Plenary Session.

An international conference on “Steelmaking and
Casting – Sustainable Technology and Practices” was
organised by Indian Institute of Metals, Jamshedpur
Chapter in association with Tata Steel and CSIRNational Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur during
6th and 7th February 2020 at Alcor Hotel, Jamshedpur.
Mr. Akshay Khullar, Chairman of the conference
organizing committee, delivered the welcome address
and explained how the theme of the conference was
conceptualised considering the relevance of the topic.

- Report from IIM Jamshedpur Chapter

Coimbatore Chapter : EC Meeting
The Executive Committee Meeting of IIM Coimbatore
Chapter was held on 8th February, 2020 in presence of
Dr. U Kamachi Mudali, President of IIM. Dr. V
Balusamy, Chairman of the Chapter welcomed all
the members. The Secretary Dr. J Krishnamoorthi
briefed about the chapter activities. Dr. U Kamachi
Mudali suggested that interested faculty members
may specialise in the field of “archeometallurgy”.
The chapter should organise “second Dr. Baldev Raj
Memorial Lecture” on 9th April, 2020 at Coimbatore
in consultation with IIM HRDC – KC. Dr.V Balusamy
informed that it has been decided to form student
affiliate chapter at Kongu Engineering College,
Perundurai, Erode. The meeting concluded with a vote
of thanks by the Treasurer.

Dr. I Chattoraj, Director CSIR-NML, the guest of
honour, mentioned about the threat that steelmaking
industry has been facing due to introduction of new
alternative materials, and emphasised the need for
alternative energy resources as a result of a total
paradigm shift. Dr. Debashish Bhattacharjee, Vice
President (Technology and New Materials Business,
Tata Steel), the other guest of honour mentioned
that steelmaking is relatively a recent technology
as compared to ironmaking. He elaborated on the
evolution of the technologies like BOF, EAF etc. over
time. Mr. Sudhansu Pathak, Vice President (Steel
Manufacturing, Tata Steel), mentioned that we need
sustainable manufacturing practices. Seven percent
of the global CO2 is generated by steelmaking and
ironmaking industry, and we need to address this
challenge by implementing new technologies. Shri A.K.
Rastogi, Chairman, Jharkhand State Pollution Control
Board, the Chief Guest, expressed his willingness to
support new initiatives by the steel industry that will
address environmental issues.
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Hisar Chapter

Around 150 delegates participated from 30 steel plants
and units, e.g. AMNS India, Electrosteel-Vedanta,
Jindal Stainless Ltd., Jindal Steel & Power Ltd.,
Jindal Shadeed Iron & Steel-Oman, JSW Steel Ltd.,
MECON, Mukand Ltd., NMDC Iron & Steel Plant,
RINL-Vizag Steel Plant, SAIL plants and units (ASP,
Bokaro, Bhilai, DSP, ISP, RSP, IISCO, Salem, CET &
RDCIS), Tata Steel Ltd., Tata Steel BSL Ltd. and Tata
Steel Long Products. Reputed technology suppliers
and manufacturers such as ABB, Bharat Roll Industry,
Danieli, GE Power Conversion, Korus, Lechler India,
Nord Drive systems Pvt Ltd, Saint-Gobain, Sinosteel
India Pvt. Ltd., Supreme Rolls & Shears Pvt. Ltd.,
Signode India Limited, SKF and Timken India Limited
also showcased their products and services by putting
up their stalls and presentations.

The Indian Institute of Metals, Hisar Chapter in
association with Jindal Stainless Hisar Limited
organised on 14th and 15th February, 2020 “Workshop
on Futuristic Materials” with a view to creating
awareness on the future prospects of stainless steel and
Ni based superalloys. With the increasing demand of
high creep strength and high temperature oxidation
resistance materials, Ni based superalloys are going to
play an important role in upcoming market.
On the 1st day of the event, Mr. Amitava Biswas and
Mr. Yash Jindal from Quality Foils talked about the
development and future scope of stainless steel in
precision strip application. It was followed by a talk by
R&D head, Dr. Arijit Saha Podder on Future Material
for Oil & Gas industry as well as for FGD application.
Initiative taken by Jindal Stainless for the development
of stainless clad plate was highlighted. Professors and
students from different local institutes attended. A
poster session was also held to showcase the work of
young talents in developing different facets of stainless
steel. A plant tour of HRD and CRD was held for the
delegates.
On the 2nd day, Dr. Kaustav Barat, an eminent scientist
from National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL), made
a presentation on the business domain of Ni based
superalloys.

In his inaugural address Shri Dinesh Kumar Saraogi,
COO (Chhattisgarh) and Unit Head, JSPL-Raigarh
and Chairman, IIM-Raigarh Chapter, highlighted
importance of bringing together steel manufacturers
under one platform, leading to improvement of
steel rolling mills across the nation. He desired that
participants should gather the ideas from peer plants
to implement them in their mills for improving
performance of rolling mills and quality of the rolled
products. Secretary of the RMOC, Shri Purnanand
Pathak, General Manager, SAIL-RDCIS briefed the
house about achievements of previous RMOC meetings
and prospect of the present meeting. Mr. Moreshwar G
Borkar, Associate VP and Head (TS and R&D), JSPLRaigarh and Secretary, IIM-Raigarh Chapter, proposed
the formal vote of thanks.

Raigarh Chapter
The 53rd Rolling Mills Operating Committee (RMOC)
Meeting was held at Jindal Steel & Power Ltd., Raigarh
during February 14-15, 2020, to exchange ideas and
information among the rolling mills fraternity. Theme
of the meet was “Improvement in Performance of Flat
and Long Rolling Mills”. The organisers were JSPL,
IIM, Raigarh Chapter and RDCIS, Ranchi. More than
50 technical presentations covered improvement in
techno-economic parameters, quality improvement
of rolled products and operating challenges in rolling
mills.
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- Report IIM Raigarh Chapter

Delhi Chapter: IIM Foundation Day Celebrations
The Foundation Day of IIM is celebrated on 24th
February every year. As this year 24th February fell on
Monday which is a working day, Delhi Chapter decided
to celebrate foundation day on 22nd February, 2020
(4th Saturday) clubbing with Executive Committee
Meeting.
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At the outset, Shri K K Mehrotra, Chairman, welcomed
IIM DC members, their family members and Shri Arun
Srivastava on the occasion of 74th IIM Foundation
Day.
Shri Arun Srivastava, a well-known personality in the
field of yoga, pranayama and meditation, exhibited
stimulation exercises and various other yoga techniques.
He has been associated with Bharatiya Yog Sansthan
since years, following the principle of Jeeyo and JeeneDo. He spoke about the various general ailments like
blood pressure, heart attack, obesity, indigestion,
arthritis, diabetes, vertigo and other small ailments.
He also prescribed various homely tips and physical
tips for solution to these ailments. There was lively
interaction between the participants and the speaker.

have to implement new ideas , and bring in more
youngsters to make IIM more vibrant. Mr. Bhaskar
Roy
(former
Secretary
General), Dr. D De Sarkar,
(former Hony. Treasurer)
and Prof. S Chatterjee of
IIEST Shibpur shared their
golden reminiscences on
this occasion. Mr. Somnath
Guha (Hon. Treasurer) and
Dr. Santanu Ray (Managing
Editor, IIM Metal News)
spoke about the journey
ahead.
Office bearers of the Kolkata chapter Mr. Tapan
Chakraborty, Mr. Pritish Sen, Mr. S K Basu, and
Mr. S Basak (Ex ED, SAIL RSP) shared their thoughts.
It was followed by Cake Cutting Ceremony. Thank you
note was given by Ms. Tanisha Neelam Das.

Baroda Chapter: BA-NDT-2020
One Day Workshop on Basics & Advances in NDT
(BA-NDT-2020) was organised by Indian Institute
of Metals Baroda Chapter on 28th February 2020 at
Royal Orchid Central Hotel, Munjmahuda, Vadodara.
Presidential Address at the Inaugural function was
delivered by the Chief Guest Mr Ganesh Iyer, Unit
Head, Vadodara Heavy Engineering Work, L & T Ltd.
Dignitaries from academia and industries graced the
occasion. The proceeding was coordinated by Mr Sunit
Kainthola, convener of BA-NDT 2020 & Mr. Prashant
Barodia, co-convener. This program was supported by
Modsonic Instruments Mfg. Co. (P) Ltd, Ahmedabad,
Techcellent Inspectorate, Vadodara & L& T Ltd.
Forty four representatives from various industries
such as L&T Ltd. Hazira, TCR Advanced Engg. Pvt.
Ltd. Vadodara, L&T Chiyoda Ltd. Vadodara, ONGC
Vadodara, Inox India Pvt. Ltd., Halol, Sanghvi Forging,
Plasser India Pvt. Ltd, Gujarat Infra Pipes, Unique
Group from Mumbai, Hemani Industries, Akshar
Precision Tubes participated.

A Quiz Programme anchored by Shri K K Mehrotra
and Shri K L Mehrotra was conducted covering current
affairs, entertainment, sports, Bollywood songs. About
40 members including their family members participated
in the event. Shri A C R Das, Vice Chairman, IIM DC
thanked Shri Arun Srivastava for lively presentation
and also members of IIM DC and their family members
for participation in the Foundation Day Celebration.

IIM Head Office : Foundation Day Celebration
The 74th IIM Foundation Day was celebrated at the
IIM HO, Kolkata on 24th
February. Some of former
and present office bearers
of IIM, representatives
of the Kolkata Chapter
and BE College Chapter
were present. Mr. Kushal
Saha (Secretary General)
hosted the programme.
Ms. Nabatara Mitra of the
publication cell sang a melodious Saraswati Vandana.
Mr. R N Parbat, (ACFP member) spoke about the
great prospect of IIM, and informed that the IIM
Platinum Jubilee celebration in the coming year, would
be a big milestone event. He firmly believes that we
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Undergraduate and postgraduate students from M S
University of Baroda, G. H. Patel College of Engg. &
Technology, Vallabh Vidyanagar and other academic
and research institutions from Vadodara attended the
event.

Pratik Chinchmalatpure, Business Leader, NDTS
India (P) Limited, Navi Mumbai
6. NDT Certifications and its Importance for the
Industries – ASNT / ISO-9712 by Mr. Kashyap
Bhatt, NDT Consultant, Rushikesh Engg Resource,
Vadodara

The following topics were covered during the Technical
sessions:
1. Conventional NDT Methods and Applications in the
Industries by Mr. Hemant Patil, Manager Quality
Surveillance & Inspection, BASF, Mumbai
2. Eddy Current Testing & IRIS for the Heat exchangers
/ Tube Inspection by Mr.Kalyan Chatterjee, MD
Inspection Services, Thane, Mumbai
3. Thermography Testing for Preventive / Predictive
Maintenance in Industries by Mr. Urvesh Vala,
DGM, L&T Chiyoda Ltd, Vadodara
4. Various Types of Leak Testing / Helium Leak
Testing by Mr. Gopul Patel, General Manager, TCR
Advanced Engg. Pvt.Ltd
5. Advanced NDT methods – PAUT/ TOFD by Mr.

The valediction session was addressed by the Guest of
Honour Mr Sanjay Mody, Managing Director, Mody
Technical Consultancy (India) Pvt. Ltd.

- Report from IIM Baroda Chapter

*********

MEMBER NEWS
Prof. Uday Chattopadhyay has recently translated a book in Bengali entitled “Rasayaner Eksho Saat
Golpo”, published by Bestbooks. The original book in Russian was authored by Dr. L. Vlasov and
Dr. D. Crifonov. Subsequently, English translation was made by David Sobolev.
Prof. Uday Chattopadhyay is well known to IIM fraternity. He has taught at the Metallurgical
Engineering Department of IIT Kharagpur for 42 years. He has been Managing Editor of IIM Metal
News for a long period : from August 2008 to July 2017. His professional book on “Environmental Degradation
of Metals” has been acclaimed by one and all. Additionally, he has published five literary books, and one popular
science book “Dhatur Katha” in Bengali.

Events Calendar 2020 - 2021
April’20
9th
Dr. R. Chidambaram, Former Principal Scientific Advisor, GoI, presently DAE Homi Bhabha Chair, will deliver the
Second Dr. Baldev Raj Memorial Lecture at PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore hosted by IIM-HRDC KalpakkamChennai & IIM Coimbatore Chapter.
February’21
9th - 12th
Eighth International Conference on CREEP, FATIGUE and CREEP-FATIGUE INTERACTION is being organised
by Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, in association with the Kalpakkam Chapter of IIM at
Mamallapuram, Tamil Nadu.
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SEMINARS & CONFERENCES
Past Events
Conference on Steel Technology Festival 2020

of steel. LAM is better suited for making complex
shape/structure/design. Key issues for making LAM
viable are atomized powder, flexibility for changing
parameters/approach, cheaper machines/ consumables,
greater degree of automation, and reduction of defects/
anisotropy. Specific challenges in LAM include defects
due to fluctuations in laser power delivery with time,
all existing machines are open-loop enabling sequential
operation, anisotropy in mechanical properties
(along x-y-z)–small beam size and heterogeneity in
microstructure due to local variation in beam power.

A conference captioned Steel Technology Festival
2020 was held on 21 January 2020 at The Lalit Hotel,
New Delhi. The conference was supported by Ministry
of Steel. IIM (Delhi Chapter), SRTMI, NISST and
Engineering Council of India were the Knowledge
Partners of this event. The Conference aimed to focus
on areas like Need for Innovation, New Technologies,
Research & Development, Digitalization, Coal
Gasification, Advanced High-Strength Steels, New
EAF Technologies, Metallic/organic processes etc.

Mr. Sanjiv P Singh, Associate Partner, Industrial
Sector, IBM, talked on “The Cognitive Enterprise
: Perspectives for the Industry”. Disruptive
environmental forces are driving seismic shifts within
the Industry. Organisations need adaptive ecosystem.
The recent digital experimentation has set the stage for
deeper transformation. The holistically-transformed
organisation is called the Cognitive Enterprise.

Inaugurating the Conference, Mr. Dileep Oommen,
CEO, AM/NSI, said that it is the first public event for
AM/NS after taking over Essar Steel. While Arcelor
Mittal is highest steel producer in the world, Nippon
Steel is third largest. With zero defect steel, efficiency
at customers premise will go up. We cannot avoid
adopting new technology; we cannot go on doing same
thing. We have to reinvent ourselves to be relevant.
Mr. VR Sharma, MD, JSPL, said that more and more
design institutes are needed in the country. He talked
about coal gasification plant in their Angul plant. JSPL
aims to be lowest cost DRI producer in the world.

Mr. Navneet Singh Randhawa of Metal Extraction
& Recycling Division, CSIR-National Metallurgical
Laboratory spoke on “Endeavors to Improve
Energy Efficiency Towards Environmental-friendly
Production of Manganese Ferro-alloys by CSIRNML, Jamshedpur”. NML has developed an improved
process for production of LC-FeMn in electric arc
furnace by silico-thermic reduction of manganese ore.
Under optimum conditions, the energy consumption
in EAF smelting is about 400-500 kWh/ton alloy. He
claimed that the process is ready for demonstration and
validation on industrial scale.

Mr. Ajay Arora, ED Incharge, SAIL R&D, spoke
on “Need for Innovations and R&D in Indian Iron
& Steel Sector”. He said that innovation is adapting
to new realities, and, in modern time, necessary to
survive, grow and sustain leadership edge. Mr. BN
Sathpathy, Consultant to Principal Scientific Officer,
Cabinet Secretariat, said that among the 10 risks
identified globally, “Cyber Attack” and “Breakdown
of Information Infrastructure” are the most important
ones.

Mr. Vishva Bandhu, Sr. Dy. Director (Indl. Services),
NISST spoke on “Latest Developments in EAF
Steel Making w.r.t. Indian Situations”. “Advance in
Product Development” was presented by Dr. R. Datta,
Consultant, SRTMI. Dr. Datta gave an overview of
advanced high strength steel (AHSS). Mr. BB Prasad of
Tata Steel Limited, Tubes Strategic Business Unit, spoke
on Improvements & Technological Advancements
in ERW/HFIW. Mr. Rajan Kumar Singh, Manager,
Product Development & Quality Control, JSW Steel,
talked on Advanced High Strength Steel for Future
Automobiles. His presentation included new grades
viz. 1180YH, 980Y, hot forming grade 22MnB5 etc.

Dr. D K Likhi, CMD, MIDHANI, spoke on Innovation
in Products for Strategic Sectors (Defence, Aerospace
and Energy). He highlighted success factors in metallic
materials product development and covered Maraging
Steel, Role of 3-D Printing Products and provided
future direction for innovations.
Prof. Indranil Manna spoke on “Laser Aided Surface
Engineering and Additive manufacturing of steel. He
highlighted Laser Added Surface Engineering (LSE)
and Laser Aided Additive Manufacturing (LAM)
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Green Energy Summit

of Indian Industry (CII) organised a Workshop titled
India Steel: Fostering Steel Usage in Railways &
Defence on 17th February, 2020 at New Delhi. The
workshop focused on present and future requirements
of steel and steel products across Railways, Army,
Navy and Air Force, and long-term perspective plan
of the user sectors. The aim of the workshop was to
identify gaps and opportunities available in the supply
of steel products. The challenges faced in procuring
steel domestically, the quantity of steel being imported
by Railways and Defence and reason for imports were
discussed. The capabilities of the Indian iron and
steel industry in meeting the present demand, future
expansion plans, manufacturing, and R&D capabilities
for developing new products were analysed.

The 8th edition of the Green Energy Summit was
held at New Delhi on February 11, 2020. The theme
of the Summit was “Renewal Energy should lead
Energy Transition”. Shri Anil Razdan, Former Power
Secretary, GOI and Honorary Chairman, ICC National
Expert Committee on Energy, delivered the keynote
address. Shri Razdan talked about solar energy storage.
He mentioned about transition to renewable energy,
and affordability of the renewable energy. India has
set a target of 175 GW of generation of power through
renewable energy source by 2022, and 450 GW by
2030. He informed that storage cost of renewable
energy is coming down. highlighted the investment by
private sector in storage of renewable energy.

Welcoming the participants, Ms. Rasika Chaube,
Additional Secretary, Min. of Steel, informed that
presently our per capita consumption of steel is 74
kg which needs to be increased considerably. The
steel sector is required to collaborate with defence
and railways sector to meet their demand. Talking
on industry perspective, Shri Chandrajit Banerjee,
Director General, CII, stated that the objective of CII is
to promote the industrial development of the country.
Indian steel sector is becoming efficient, vibrant,
globally competitive, environment friendly and has
capability to balance business requirements and socioeconomic needs. He opined that steel usage is set to
rise in future. A road map is needed for enhancing steel
consumption in Railway and Defence sectors and for
positive trade balance in steel.

Shri Gurpreet Chugh, MD, ICF India, stated that they
have prepared a Knowledge Report on renewable
energy. This report was released by the dignitaries
present on the dais. He informed that energy transition
is a shift from traditional fossil fuel to renewable
energy. He also talked about resource efficiency in
circular economy.
Dr. Winfried Damm, Head of Indo German Energy
Programme-GIZ, spoke about clean energy and cleaner
electricity. He stated that India is moving ahead fast
to attain renewable energy targets. Solar plants are
not maintenance free. It needs maintenance which
generates employment. Mr. Sudhir Saxena, CEO,
Railway Energy Management Company Ltd, stated that
railways are harnessing solar energy efficiently, and
maximising use of renewable energy through roof top
facility at railway stations and wind power. Mr. Ajay
Mathur DG. TERI, spoke about the need for storage of
solar energy. He informed that by 2027 thermal power
plants will operate at 75% of their capacity. Renewable
energy sector should also look towards use of hydrogen
in RE.

Shri V K Yadav, Chairman, Railway Board, Indian
Railways, stated that the consumption of steel by
railways in 2019 was about 7 MT, higher by 17%.
He spoke about the development projects of railways
infrastructure which will result in increase in demand of
steel, e.g. multi tracking. He also spoke about dedicated
railway freight corridors – 500 km has been completed,
500 more will be completed by March 2020, another
1800 by year end. He mentioned that railways are in
continuous dialogue with steel industry for supply of
axles and wheels. Presently they are getting part of the
requirements of wheels and axles from SAIL, and the
rest is imported.

The plenary session-I was devoted to Government
Policies and Finances in the Renewable Sector. SessionII was about “Solar Manufacturing Industry-Finance
and Taxation Issues”. The third session was devoted to
Electric Vehicles and Storage. The last session was on
Skill Development and Employment in the Renewable
Energy Sector. About 100 participants from various
organisations participated in the Summit.

MOUs were exchanged between Railways and SAIL
and Defence and SAIL. Mr. Anil Chaudhary Chairman,
SAIL, spoke on producer’s perspective on meeting
the present and future demand, manufacturing and
R&D capabilities for developing new steel products.

Workshop on India Steel: Fostering Steel Usage
in Railways & Defence
Ministry of Steel in association with Confederation
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Railway’s steel consumption is about 6.8 MT, which will
go up to 28 MT by 2030-31. 98% of the steel required
by railways is supplied indigenously. SAIL has been
supplying rails to railways for the last 60 years. SAIL
is planning to develop 1080 HH rails and 1085 HT rails
in next financial year. SAIL also supplies wheels, axles
and plates to railways. Presently 260-meter rails are
being supplied by SAIL and JSPL. He was of the view
that all types of steel required by railways and defence
will be produced indigenously by 2030. Standardisation
of metro rails is needed to facilitate wheel production.
5 - 7 % of steel is imported by defence sector, some
grades are not economic to produce in the country. But
our aim should be to indigenously produce all types of
steel with mutual cooperation, support, dialogues and
R&D efforts.

Air Marshal Sandeep Singh, AVSM, VM, Deputy
Chief of Air Staff, Indian Air Force, talked about the
requirement of steel for Defence aviation. He spoke
about the need of special steel alloys, most of which are
imported. He also spoke about the steels being supplied
to them by Midhani. He stated that 48 different types
of steel are required by HAL. He touched upon the
need of Defence for development of steel alloys. It was
informed that aircrafts quality of steel is very important,
and minor quality problem can be disastrous.

Shri Anurag Kumar Sachan, MD and Director
(Infrastructure),
Dedicated
Freight
Corridor
Corporation of India Ltd., an extended arm of Railways,
stated that 2.5 crores passengers travel in railways
daily using the 4th largest network in the world. The
total freight movement by railways last year was 1200
MT out of which 300 MT was accounted by steel. All
railway bridges use steel. He also talked about the
highest bridge which is under construction, the weight
being about 10000 Metric Tonne. Currently coal and
steel constitute about 48 % and 22% of the railway
freight, which may be double in two years.

Shri Binoy Kumar, Secretary, Min. of Steel, spoke
about collaborative approach with big users of steel.
He put emphasis on quality and competitiveness in
steel sector. He talked about the 65 quality control
orders issued by Min. of Steel, and the MOUs with
railways and defence for supply of steel. Shri Hari
Mohan, Chairman, Ordnance Factory Board, stated
that Defence standards for steel are quite stringent.
He highlighted R&D initiatives in Defence Sector. He
stated that focus should be on value added steel and
capability in steel instead of capacity.

Dr S Guruprasad, Director General (PC&SI), DRDO,
spoke about R&D initiatives of DRDO on steel
materials. He spoke about the development of steel for
design development programmes and special alloys
requirement for Defence. He mentioned about the
requirement of titanium alloys for the Defence sector.

Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon’ble Minister of
Steel, Petroleum and Natural Gas, released a booklet
containing 25 Safety Guidelines in Iron and Steel
Sector.

Lt. Gen. Raj Shukla VSM, SM, Director General (PP),
Indian Army, spoke about the requirement of steel by
Defence : Infrastructure : 7- 8 MT (Rs. 22000 Cr.);
Customised Special Grades: 0.2 MT (Rs. 9200 Cr.),
Exclusive Military Grade steel: 0.4 MT (Rs. 900 Cr.);
High End Military Requirement ( with rare earth ) :
26 tonnes ( Rs. 6000 Cr.). The requirement by defence
sector is consistent, unlike auto sector. He also spoke
about the requirement of electrical steels and rare earth
materials. He feels steel sector should focus on quality
instead of quantity, and light weighting of steel.

India Corporate Governance & Sustainability
Vision Summit & Awards
The Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) organised
their 10th Edition of “India Corporate Governance &
Sustainability Vision Summit & Awards” at New Delhi
on February 18, 2020.
The welcome remarks were given by Mr. Inderjeet
Singh, Expert Committee chairman – Northern Region
council, Indian Chamber of Commerce. Corporate
Social Responsibility is a self-regulating business model
that helps the companies to be socially accountable to
itself, to the public and to the stake holders. Corporate
governance is a set of principles and guidelines on
which the companies are governed. It plays an important
role to protect the rights of the shareholders who have
ownership of the company but don’t play active role
in day to day working. He informed that the Corporate

Rear Admiral, M Nirmal Menon, Director General,
Naval Design (Submarine Design Group), Indian Navy,
gave Navy’s perspective for demand of steel. 3500 T
of steel is required for freight and 25000 T for aircraft
carrier. He mentioned about earlier developments like
DMR 249, bulbars, steel plates and sections for war
shops. It was informed that a number of projects are
on the anvil where they will require steel plates and
sections. He also spoke about the demand of steel for
repair of ships and submarines.
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Governance & Sustainability Awards, are divided in
following categories:

Governance, CSR and Sustainability Reporting”. The
last session was on “Corporates sustainability strategy
and stakeholder engagement”.

• Sustainability performance award

Conference on Holistic Mining Policy of India:

• Corporate Social Responsibility award

Foundation of Resource Convergence (FRC) organised
a Conference in collaboration with Metalogic on
“Holistic Mining Policy of India: Comprehensive,
Credible and Consistent” at New Delhi on 27th
February, 2020. About 80 participants from various
organisations participated in the Conference.

• Corporate governance award
• Water stewardship award
Mr. Chaitanya Kalia, partner and leader climate change
and sustainability services, Ernst & Young Associates,
mentioned that Environment, Social and Governance
are the three pillars of sustainability. Citizens are
protesting over the political and economic turmoil
taking place in different nations. The growing visibility
of shared economic, societal and environmental risks
signal that limited time is left to mitigate the direct
consequences of some of the global risks.

Dr. Aruna Sharma, Vice Chairperson, FRC and Former
Secretary, Min. of Steel, delivered the welcome address.
She stated that our focus should be on development
of environment-friendly technologies in the mining
sector. She inferred that in coal auction a number of
sections are getting unrepresented. She touched upon
rationalisation of taxes in the mining sector.

These global risks have huge financial implications.
Economic stress and damage from natural disasters
in 2018 grossed US$165 billion, out of which, 50%
was uninsured. Over 200 of the world’s largest firms
estimated that climate change would cost them a
combined total of nearly US$1 trillion if steps are not
taken to mitigate this risk.

Shri Ishtiyaque Ahmed, Adviser, Minerals, Niti Aayog,
stated that changes in the mining sector can increase
our GDP and increase employment. Special features
of National Mineral Policy 2019 were highlighted.
Shri M V Subha Rao, CMD, KIOCL, talked about
the National Steel Policy 2017 which envisages steel
production capacity of 300 MT by 2030-31. He stated
that they will need more iron ore to achieve the targeted
production of steel. Shri V R Sharma, MD, JSPL, stated
that by 2060 no iron ore will be used for production of
steel. He was also of the view by 2050 coal will not
be required in steel making. Mr D B Sundara Raman,
VP (Raw Materials), Tata Steel, stated that all the stake
holders of steel need to work together. Royalty in India
is very high. There should be uniform policy of royalty
by different states.

Mr. Anil Swarup, former secretary, department of
school education and Literacy, HRD Ministry, Govt
of India, highlighted the initiatives taken for schools
in the backward areas by public, private partnership
model and the success achieved by the society in
improving school education. Sustainability of an idea,
and its implementation has to be politically acceptable,
financially viable, technically feasible, socially
desirable, and administratively doable.
Dr V K Saraswat, Hon’ble member of Niti Aayog, Govt
of India was the Chief Guest and he talked about how
the Corporate Governance is shaping today and how
the sustainability will play a major role to make our
planet worth living for future generations. Most of the
Corporate Governance rely on compliance of laws and
sound practices. The purpose of corporate Governance
is creation of value and success for the firm in the
long term. The integration of sustainability into the
governance structure is the need of the hour.

Session-I was devoted to panel discussion on “Holistic
Mining Recommendations”. The session was
coordinated by Ms Richa Mishra, Sr. Associate Editor,
Hindu Business Line.
Session-II covered Panel discussions on Mineral Trade
and Logistics.
Session-III had discussion on Impact Analysis and
Dependents sectors in the area of mining.
- Report from IIM Delhi Chapter

The second session was devoted to “Effective Corporate
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INFORMATION about IIM Awards 2020
General Information
1. Applications/Nominations for the all core Categories
of IIM Awards & Honors in Individual Awards
segment, and two categories of IIM Sustainability
Awards [Ferrous; Non-ferrous]] in Organizational
Awards segment are invited via ONLINE Process
for 2020. You are requested to visit https://www.
nmd-iimawards.com, for registering for relevant
categories of IIM Awards, as applicable, latest by
31st May 2020.
2. The Awards for IIM SAIL & IIM Non-Ferrous Best
Performance Awards, NB SEN, VIDYA BHARATHI,
STUDENTS’ Prize, Dr. AK Bose Gold Medal, &
Certificate of Honor shall however be continued
Offline, primarily due to the Nature and process of
Application defined for these Awards.
3. IIM Best Chapter Awards for 2020 shall also be
invited ONLINE, shortly.
4. Any redressals / clarifications required may be
routed via email to IIM Head Office Awards 2020
Help Desk @ helpdesk.nmdiimawards@gmail.com
Amendments as applicable w.e.f. 2020
5. a. Henceforth all IIM Awards applications shall
be valid for two years [ One additional year] in
Individual Categories wef 2019, as base year.
It means that the details of the nominees
[applications] for 2019 IIM Awards who have
applied ONLINE & have not received any Award
in 2019, shall be available in the database of the

portal, and hence need not apply again [ONLY
applicable in the SAME CATEGORY] in the next
year. However, the applicants can update/edit their
application with additional information during
the year. The updating of existing applications is
applicable only for the Candidates who applied
ONLINE in 2019.
b. Ensuing # 5a), the following checkbox has been
incorporated in all categories of IIM Awards online
forms.
Yes No
IIM Awards recipient in the previous three years
[2017,2018 & 2019] need to declare accordingly.
*As the rule is initiated considering base year as
2019, the Awards recipients for 2017 & 2018 can
however apply.
6. A successful IIM Awardee in a particular category
[Applicable ONLY FOR INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
CATEGORIES UNDER IIM AWARDS] will not
be eligible to apply for any other IIM Awards
Categories in the next two years.
That is someone getting an award in, say 2019 can
only apply for another award in the year 2022 at the
earliest.
7. Organizations under Category III are exempted from
paying the existing registration charges of 5000
INR. [In both Ferrous & Non-Ferrous Categories].
Hence the payment provision for this Category has
been removed from Online Proforma.

*********
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